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Abstract7

Software Effort Estimation has been researched for over 25 years but until today no real8

effective model could be designed that could efficiently gauge the effort required for9

heterogeneous project data. Reusability factors of software development have been used to10

design a new effort estimation model called REBEE. This encompasses the usage of Fuzzy11

Logic and Dynamic Neural Networks. The experimental evaluation of the model depicts12

efficient effort estimation over varied project types.13
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1 REBEE -Reusability Based Effort Estimation17

Technique using Dynamic Neural Network Keywords-Software Effort Estimation, Reusability, Dynamic Neural18
Networks, Fuzzy Logic, REBEE.19

or over two decades now researchers have developed varied methods to estimate the software effort required20
to complete a software development project but till date no conclusive method has evolved. Software Effort21
Estimation is vital to arrive at development effort required for Project Management. Effective software effort22
estimation techniques not only enable fruitful resource allocation, resource scheduling, risk assessment but also23
assist in project monitoring. Effective Effort Estimation techniques are useful for fiscal estimates and delivery24
timelines too.25

Effort Estimation techniques could be broadly classified as ? Parametric Effort Estimation Techniques The26
Parametric effort estimation technique assumes the Software Development Cycle to be completely sequential27
and automated. The software effort required is calculated based on a set of parameters. Once the effort28
estimated is derived the stringent processes are followed to meet the timelines. The parametric effort29
estimation technique neglects the variance in the learning, execution and programming capabilities of every30
individual involved in the project. Technology dynamics also cannot be analyzed using the parametric effort31
estimation model. About ? -Computer Engineering Department, Govt. College of Engineering & Technology,32
Jammu, India E-mail : jyoti_1972@sify.com About ? -Department of Computer Science & IT, University of33
Jammu, India E-mail : padhadevanand@yahoo.co.in About ? -Planet-i-Technologies, Bangalore, India E-mail :34
kashyap@vardhanatech.com ? Top down approach based effort estimation techniques. The top down approach35
considers the entire project as a whole and defragments it into various smaller units. Effort Estimations are36
carried out for the fragments mainly based on expert judgment. The top down approach does not account for37
technological changes, future uncertainties and risk mitigation techniques.38

? Bottom up approach based effort estimation techniques The bottom up approach considers using smaller39
project modules for the construction of the entire project. The entire effort estimation is a summation of the40
efforts involved in the smaller modules. This approach has drawbacks similar to the top down approach discussed41
above.42

? Analogy Based Approach for effort estimation The analogy based approach for effort estimation could be43
considered effective as it is capable to handle dynamics of technological platform transformations, varied human44
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2 INTRODUCTION

behavior, risk mitigation techniques etc. Prior knowledge about similar projects leads to effective estimation in45
this approach.46

The software industry has experienced tremendous growth over the past decade. Currently Software47
development contracts are awarded to organizations having a previous experience in handling similar project48
or related projects. This is done in order to assure quality, reliability, financial security and most importantly49
timely delivery. Surveys conducted have found that many of these projects fail ??1]. Some of the projects50
encounter effort overruns or schedule overruns sometimes both, due to un-appropriate estimation technique used51
??2] though prior experience and knowledge is available.52

This paper proposes a Reusability Based Effort Estimation Technique (REBEE) to address the issue. REBEE53
embodies a Neuro-Fuzzy engine for estimation. To handle the dynamics of all the parameters involved in Software54
Effort Estimation Dynamic Neural Networks is used.55

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existing Effort Estimations Techniques used.56
Section 3 describes the prominence of reusability and its effects. Dynamic Neural Networks used in the REBEE57
is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the REBEE model. Section 6 provides a practical58

2 INTRODUCTION59

application example. The paper conclusions with summary and recommendations are provided in Section7.60
It can be stated that Delivery Time ? Effort Required ????.. ( ??)61
Software Effort Estimation form it emergence has been achieved using various methodologies. COCOMO62

??3] and COCOMO 2.0 ??4], DELPHI [5], Function Point [6], Planning Poker[7], Use Case Point [8],Expert63
judgment [9], IBM -FSD [10] based estimation techniques are commonly used. All these models established have64
drawbacks leading to gross error of estimation. Researchers have used additional techniques along with these to65
achieve improved efficiency. COCOMO with effort adjustment factor [11] provided about 30% improvement in66
effort variance. COCOMO used with fuzzy logic, trapezoidal function and Gaussian functions showed improved67
performance [12].As the regularly used estimation techniques failed to provide consistency when tested against68
several cases. Multiple software effort estimation techniques were integrated and their combinations were linearly69
weighed providing better results [13].70

A clustering approach bundled with Support Vector regression was found to provide good estimation accuracy71
[14]. The Mantel’s correlation randomization test named Analogy-X greatly improved the estimation algorithm72
performance [15].The after effects of Schedule and Budget pressure on Effort Estimation and the development73
cycle time has been closely studied [16]. Chronological Splits have to be carefully assigned for effective training and74
testing purposes [17]. Judgment Based Systems [18] and recommendation based[19] effort estimation techniques75
provided satisfactory effort predictions. Global Software Developments being executed at diverse locations76
worldwide also encounter inaccurate estimation techniques [20].77

With numerous efforts estimation techniques available and none providing homogenous results it becomes78
difficult to decide whether formal models like COCOMO etc or human judgment based systems could be79
considered ideal for developing effort estimation models [21]. A combination of judgment based and formal80
based models could be considered as a ideal solution. REBEE proposed in this paper is a combination of formal81
models developed using dynamic neural networks in addition to judgment based reusability matrices which is82
discussed in the next section.83

Effort Estimation is a prominent feature of the software development cycle. As studied none of the existing84
models could effectively predict the software effort for varied types of software projects. The software industry85
is matured and experience in handling similar kind of projects has provided for additional software development86
projects of similar nature being offered to organizations. These organizations face a mammoth task of effort87
estimation. Conventional formal models do not predict the effort accurately as they have not incorporated the88
Reusability Factor within them. Most of the forms of software development would consist of reusable components89
like dynamic link libraries, functions, test cases ,web services , etc. Reusability of codes is analyzed seriously by90
software development organizations that are also considered for appraisals of programmers [22]. Reusable codes91
would allow software development houses to cut costs [23], reduce effort and maximize profits.92

Reusability is a very important factor being analyzed by researchers. Reusability based cost estimation models93
have been analyzed and the incorporation of the reusable weights into the existing COSYSMO let to a new94
model called COSYSMO reuse extension [24]. The conventional taguchi model incorporated with reusability95
exhibited efficient effort estimation results [25]. Reusability incorporation with COCOMO81, COCOMO2 [26]96
and COCOMO [11] has been analyzed to understand the model performance. While developing REEBEE we97
considered the importance as well as the ill effects of reusability in the development of the model [27].98

Static Neural Networks possess learning and adaptive capabilities only for static input output relationships.99
But when we consider non linear mapping functions that exist in the matrices or parameters used for software100
effort estimation static neural networks would not be capable of handling the dynamics efficiently. REBEE is101
developed using dynamic neural networks (DNN). DNN are capable of providing instantaneous outputs for linear102
or non linear mapping functions that are required to effectively estimate the software effort required. A dynamic103
neuron unit (DNU) is considered as a basic computing block of the DNN.104

A simple DNN i is as shown in Fig. 1.105
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3 Using the discrete-time variational principle, a discrete-time106

lagrangian is defined by107

The reason that the disrete timev ? + 1 is associated with the Lagrange multiplier is due to the unfuziness of the108
final condition, as will be clear in the following discussion. Similar to the method used for the continuous-time109
case, the first variation ?of may be represented as 1 i ? = x(k+1) = -(a-1)x(k)+ a n i b x(k)+c )+s(k) i i ? =110
-(a-1)x(k) + f(x(k),w) + (k) = -(a-1) x (k) + a (bx(k) + c) + (k) ? T ? f(x,w) = a (b x + c ) = a (bx+c) T ? i i111
1 i ? = n 1 i ? = = (x (N)-x+(N)) + n-1 (k) 1 2 - 1 2 - 2 d [x (k)-x(k)] 2 d = e (N)+ 1 2 - 1 2 - 2 1 i ? = n-1 e (k)112
2 E 0 k ? = = (x (N)-x(N)) + N-1 1 2 - 2 d { x (k)-x(k)) 2 d ? 1 2 - z(k+1) [x(k+1)+(a-1)x(k)-f(x(k),w)-s(k)]}113
- Then,114

Therefore, the partial derivatives of the error index with respect to the parameters are given by And the115
incremental terms of the parameters are That is, the updating equations are obtained as The Learning algorithm116
given above for such a sequence learning problem consists of a discrete-time two-point boundary-value problem117
that can be solved, in general, by reiterative technique. Here, the initial condition ? 0 of the state is known, and118
the final condition ? ? of the Lagrange multiplier is a linear function of the unknown final condition ? ? of the119
state.120

From the above discussion we can analyze the behavior and the working of the DNN trained using the Back121
Propagation Algorithm. A sigmoid function is used as the activation function.122

In this section we would discuss about the functional properties of REEBEE. The working of REEBEE could be123
understood through the following steps. ??et Effort Estimation is a critical operation of the Software Development124
Cycle. The existing estimation techniques do not provide similar estimation results for varied projects. Reusability125
factor is predominant in the current Software Development Cycle. The research work presented here introduced126
REEBEE, a reusability based effort estimation technique. REBEE is a neuro-fuzzy system which embodies fuzzy127
rules to derive reusability matrices and dynamic neural networks for effort estimation based on the reusability128
matrix. The experimental study conducted on data sets of 2 different projects showed impressive differences129
concluding that the REEBEE is capable of Effective Software Effort Estimation Techniques.130

In the future we would like to further investigate the performance of REBEE over different project types and131
study its responses. 1 2

1

Figure 1: Fig. 1 .
132
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Figure 5: Fig. 3 .
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